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Abstract

In this paper we describe about the simulation environment in which the research implementation work is done. Here we present the brief description of the Site content analyzer which we have used in web content analysis and keyword density.

Introduction

1. SITE CONTENT ANALYZER

It is well-known (and is confirmed by the most professional SEO experts) that the web ranking of a website mostly depends on two main factors: the number and the quality of inbound links and the amount and the quality of website's content. While determining the quality of the content seems to be one of the most complex tasks in search engine optimization . The site content analyzer tool is the perfect tool which is used to measure the content quality. The Site content analyzer tool can listed such parameters as: keyword density[1], keyword weight[1,2], keyword distribution; discover the most relevant keyword and key phrases, find out the quality of in-site links, overview the whole site-wide picture and many more.
1.1 Input for site content analyzer tool

The input for Site content analyzer tool is the Webpage URL. The Offline URL is stored in the system which is the input of the Site content analyzer tool.
1.2 SITE CONTENT ANALYSER DESCRIPTION

The Site content analyzer is used to measure the different quality terms.

- Keyword mode: - It defines the no. of keywords in counted in different tags .
- Key phrase mode:-
- Keyword density and keyword weight
- Keyword cloud
- Link mode

1.2.1 Keywords mode
Keyword is a single word in the text of a web page. This is a term search engines operate with. Every word on a page is in fact a keyword; it alters the overall rank of a page in search engine's index. The way it does that depends on its weight, distribution and density.
In the description of keyword mode the different calculation can be done by Site content analyzer. The keyword mode considering the keywords which are important. In the keyword mode important keyword has on-page optimization techniques values. Each keyword has explained in the different tags:

- Title
- Head
- Anchor
- Alt text
- Link
- Bold
- Italic
- Image
- Meta keywords
- Meta description
- Comment
- Body

In keyword mode the important keyword is counted how much occur in the above tags which are used in the website pages coding.

### 1.2.2 Key phrases mode
In key phrases mode the calculation of key phrases could be done. The important key phrases which are included in the website coding is showing. The weight, count and density of key phrases in a website are calculated in key phrases mode.

1.2.2.1 Key phrase

Key phrase is a phrase of two or more keywords. Site Content Analyzer has got an ability to analyze not only single keywords, but also a phrase which is the unique ability and is very convenient. Searchers rarely put a single-word query in the Google search box. Most searched queries are always 2- or 3-word phrases. Site Content Analyzer treats several keywords as a phrase if they are located no more than 10 keywords far away from each other. For instance, in the above sentence: "Site Content" is a phrase, while "Site located" is not.

1.2.2.2 Key phrase density

Key phrase density is a relative value that represents how many times Site Content Analyzer meets a phrase on the given page. For instance, if a phrase meets 4 times and there are 100 key phrases in total, the density of a phrase is \( \frac{4}{100} \times 100\% = 4\% \)

1.2.2.3 Key phrase weight

Key phrase weight is value that shows the importance of a phrase. The weight is summarized from the weights of all keywords that build the key phrase with respect to their relative position and distance. This means in particular, that a key phrase built of two words that are located far away from each other has lesser weight than the one built of two words standing next to each other in the text of a web page.

Fig 1.5 This output defines the key phrases mode

1.2.3 Keyword density and keyword weight mode[1]
In the keyword density and keyword weight mode the calculation of important keywords are often. The two terms can be calculated.

1.2.3.1 **Keyword density**

Keyword density is relative value that reflects the frequency of a keyword on a page. Unlike keyword count, which is absolute value, keyword density is relative to the entire number of keywords on a page. This allows a user to compare keywords on a page with different amounts of text on them.

Keyword density is calculated as follows: Density = Count / Total Count * 100%

For instance, if a keyword meets 5 times and there are 200 keywords in total on a page, its keyword density is: 5 / 200 * 100% = 2.5%

Keyword density is very important in SEO, because it tells search engines of the frequency of this or that keyword.

1.2.3.2 **Keyword weight**

Keyword weight is one of the most important keyword parameters in SEO. It shows the importance of a keyword to search engines according to the tags it is enclosed within. For instance, if a user has a page about cooking then put the word "cooking" in the title of the page and perhaps mention it somewhere in the headings of articles. So, a search engine indexing then the page, will notice "cooking" in title and headings and assigns it high weight signifying the high chance that the page is about cooking. In Site Content Analyzer can assign each tag with some weight value. For instance, by default the <title> tag is assigned with 100 while the <strong> tag gets 10. If a keyword occurs several times on a page, its weight is summarized. For example, if a keyword in title, two times in bold text and once in anchor text it gets by default: 100 (from title) + 2 * 10 (from bold text) + 20 (anchor text) = 140.

1.2.3.3 **Keyword distribution**

While keyword density allows evaluating the average "popularity" of a keyword on a page, a keyword distribution allows seeing how this popularity is distributed across the volume of a page or website. Keywords in the beginning of a page usually are more important to search engines, than the ones somewhere in the middle.
Fig 6.6 The output is keyword density and keyword weight mode

1.2.4 Keyword cloud mode

The keyword cloud defines the appearances of important keywords. The keyword cloud is a visual depiction of keywords used on a website; keywords having higher density are depicted in large fonts. The main keywords of a website appear in large fonts.
1.2.5 Linked Mode

In linked mode the list of linked web pages can be displayed. The linked web pages is the interlinking web pages in a website. The websites pages are linked that list are to be shown in linked mode.
2 Report Generation

The Site content analyzer tool can be generated a report of all contents. In this report all about the webpages contents. The different calculation of factors that can be included in the website is defined in this report.

The report includes the different information detail

2.1 File information

- File summary
- Keyword density report
- Key phrases report
- Keyword weight report
- Links report

![Fig 6.9 The output of File information.](image)
Fig 6.10 The output of File Information.

2.2 Keywords information

- Keywords summary
- Keywords details
Fig 6.11 The output of keywords Information

2.3 Key phrases information

- Key phrases summary
- Key phrases details
Fig 6.12 The output of key phrases information.

CONCLUSION

At last the summary of this paper has defined the two tool which has major importance in our work. The Site Content Analyser tool is used to define the keyword density and weight of keyphrases. The Backlink analyser tool used for analysis of internal links and quality of internal links linked to the website.
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